SME succession in Germany: ‘Mittelstand’ needs 152,000 successors by the end of 2021 – external investors wanted

There has been a slight drop in the number of upcoming SME successions: Up to the end of 2021, each year some 76,000 SME owners intend to hand over their business to a suitable successor. One explanation for the current drop appears to be that there has been more interest in takeover start-ups recently. This reduces the number of open succession plans.

Owners appear to have become even more aware of the need to finalise company succession early. The share of successions already finalised has grown again. Nonetheless, time is running out for almost 32,000 SMEs. They plan to hand over their business within the next two years but have not yet taken any steps for a successful leadership transfer.

Family succession appears to be a model that has run its course. Instead, SMEs are developing a growing preference for a transfer to external buyers. The purchase prices envisioned by the owners are rising again. Potential buyers now need to budget an average purchase price of EUR 372,000 for a small or medium-sized enterprise.

Demographic change will increase the need for successors and make them more difficult to find. Already, more than 1.5 million owners are 55 years old or older. Over the next ten years, more successors will be needed than today. However, there are probably not enough new business founders moving up.

Company succession: the ultimate discipline
Passing a business on to the next generation has enormous implications. It is typically a major life event, both for the owner who is leaving the business and for the young successor who is taking over – and often a very emotional one. For neither of them is it routine and in most cases they cannot draw on previous personal experience. Insights into experiences of others are also hard to come by because most negotiations on succession arrangements are conducted secretly.

Reaching a compromise means putting together many pieces of the puzzle – a process that requires adequate preparation and information. The recent, noticeable broadening of the debate around the speciality of business succession is therefore all the more pleasing. Much has happened, especially in economic policy – at both federal and state level. The awareness of owners of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Germany is also growing. Current data from the KfW SME Panel on the status of SME successions indicate that the number of upcoming business successions has dropped slightly (Figure 1).

SMEs are planning slightly fewer successions
In the next two years, 152,000 owners of small and medium-sized enterprises plan to withdraw from their business and place their business into the hands of a successor. This represents four per cent of all SMEs in Germany up to the end of 2021. The number of planned upcoming successions has
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Figure 1: Current key data on business succession in the German SME sector
Percentage shares in total SME sector; diagram on the right: Breakdown of planned successions by timeline


Note: This paper contains the opinion of the authors and does not necessarily represent the position of KfW.
thus decreased since previous surveys. In each of the past two years, some 6% of owners still responded that they were planning a transfer within that time horizon (approx. 227,000 to 240,000 businesses).

**Business starters have recently shown greater interest in taking over existing SMEs**

A look at the entrepreneurial dynamic at the current margin may reveal a possible source of the current decline. In 2018, some 72,000 new entrepreneurs started a business by taking over an existing one. The number of those who are willing to build on existing business structures has thus grown by 24% year on year (2017: 58,000). That is the highest number in six years.

This may indicate that a higher than average number of planned successions have already taken place without complications as a result of growing demand by business starters. A gradual process of growing awareness may also be identified here, i.e., on the part of potential takeover entrepreneurs.

Despite the positive trend at the current margin, the limiting factor in business successions will continue to be a lack of numbers in the new generation of business starters (Figure 2). The appetite for entrepreneurship is generally weakening. The last figure was 547,000 business starters, a far cry from the 1.5 million seen in Germany in 2002. The pull effect of the record labour market’s employment opportunities for potential business starters has been too strong.

**Many owners are planning to shut down**

Existing owners’ withdrawal plans can also include shutting down entirely – another natural element of structural renewal in the business sector. Today, 12% of owners see closure as the only conceivable pathway after withdrawing from their business. At most, that would apply to around 450,000 currently active small and medium-sized entrepreneurs who are leaving the market of their own accord without any succession arrangements (of whom some 100,000 SMEs by the end of 2021). But closure plans hardly play a role with growing company size. Business closures do not tend to be on the table in the manufacturing sector either.

**Figure 2: Business starters in Germany**
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**Source:** KfW Entrepreneurship Monitor.

**Awareness has grown further and more enterprises already have a succession plan**

KfW Research has been accompanying the generational transition in the SME sector for quite some time now. What has become apparent is that SME owners have generally become more aware of the need to face the challenges of succession management.

A steadily growing number of owners have found and finalised a succession solution early – including in the current survey. Of those who are planning to hand over their business within a period of two years, 41% have already successfully completed their negotiations (Figure 3). In the preceding year, that share was 36% and two years before it was 30%.

**Figure 3: Status of business succession preparations by planned withdrawal timeframe**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Successor found</th>
<th>Currently no successor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All successions (2017)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All successions (2018)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All successions (2019)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within 2 years</td>
<td>41 (+5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 3 and 5 years</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between 6 and 10 years</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In more than 10 years</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Successor found and negotiations complete
- Successor found, negotiations underway
- Search for successor / definite plans
- Nothing yet
This must be seen as a clear indication of heightened awareness on the part of owners and a giant step forward. Transferring a business is a legally complex and long-term undertaking that requires careful preparation. Allowing sufficient lead-up time, making detailed preparations, choosing the right time and having realistic expectations are crucial factors for a successful business transfer.

As at today, 62,000 of the 152,000 short-term succession plans are already completed, with the existing owners having finalised all necessary steps. A further 26,000 SMEs (17%) at least have their sights set on a specific successor and are conducting negotiations. These SMEs have a good chance of putting their planned succession in place by the end of 2021.

32,000 want a successor – but are completely unprepared
However, around 32,000 existing owners must face the prospect of unsuccessful business succession. These 21% of owners plan to hand over their business by the end of 2021 but have either not even started the process (12%) or have merely collected information so far (9%). Experience shows that this will not be sufficient and there is probably not enough time. It is no coincidence that the Association of German Chambers of Industry and Commerce (DIHK) recommends starting specific plans and searching for a successor no later than three years before the transfer.8

Has family succession run its course?
External investors are increasingly sought after
Company succession within the family, without a doubt the defining picture of generational business transition, is increasingly fading into the background (Figure 4). Only 44% of owners currently considering succession would now like their business to pass into the hands of a family member. The previous clear preference for family business succession arrangements is thus gradually losing more and more ground in SMEs.9

In contrast, preferences for alternative succession arrangements are increasing. Owners of SMEs are again considering external buyers more often (e.g. other companies, business starters or financial investors). One in two existing owners of an established SME (50%) can hence imagine an external buyer or investor as their successor.

SMEs: a worthwhile investment object?
Small and medium-sized enterprises can be an attractive option for external buyers. Potential buyers can build on a tried and tested business model (including a customer base, suppliers, orders booked, staff, expertise, etc.) which should be viable in the majority of cases. Almost 90% of companies planning for succession generate a positive profit margin10 averaging just under 8%. These SMEs earn an annual profit of around EUR 110,000 and 90% of them have a positive equity ratio11 (mean value 32%). So it is safe to say that they have good earning power, a strong equity base and a solid financial position.
Figure 5: Succession planners in the SME sector – purchase prices being asked

Percentages of companies; only companies whose owner-manager is planning succession within the next five years (by the end of 2024); only enterprises that have disclosed their purchase price.

Notes: The average purchase price is a rough estimate. See box at the end for details on how it was estimated and limits to interpretation.

External sale comes with greater uncertainties

Although significantly more owners are considering selling their company to external buyers, not all of them will be successful. The key obstacle is that of ‘coming together for the first time’, which entails high transaction costs. Importantly, sellers lack experience and procedural knowledge. After all, a company succession is usually done only once.

The high planning uncertainty is also reflected in the fact that owners looking for an external buyer are much less prepared. Just under 1% of them have already found a successor and only 4% are in specific negotiations. In contrast, 90% have not even begun their rough planning or are still searching.

Business succession platforms are a valuable tool that make it easier for stakeholders to come together and to reduce information asymmetries between the parties (see box on nexxt-change, Germany’s largest business succession platform).

The proportion of entrepreneurs who can imagine handing over their business to a current employee has also increased (plus ten percentage points to 34%). In this type of succession, one or more managers take over the company or the company is taken over by employees. This development, too, appears to offset the structurally declining relevance of family-internal generational change.

Purchase prices are rising again: owners now ask 6 per cent more for their company on average

Many challenges must be overcome on the pathway to successful business succession. One of the most formidable barriers to success is finding a purchase price that is acceptable to both seller and buyer alike, that is, minimising deviations in ideas about purchase price on either side. In monitoring the status of SME succession, KfW Research surveys existing owners’ price expectations (see box at the end for details on how they are estimated and limits to interpretation).

The most recent analysis of intended purchase prices now shows a year-on-year increase of 6%. Where a seller specifically envisions a succession within the next five years (by the end of 2024), in 2019 a potential buyer would have to budget an average price of EUR 372,000 to purchase the company (2018: EUR 351,000).
**Turnover multiplier is increasing in parallel**
The comparison of annual turnovers and envisaged purchase prices also suggests that existing owners are valuing their companies higher on average. The turnover multiplier increased from 90% in 2018 to now 110%. In other words: On average, succession planners in the SME sector define their purchase price as annual turnover multiplied by a factor of 1.1, significantly more than in the previous year (2018: 89%).

This multiplier can provide negotiating partners with an initial starting point for determining the underlying company value. However, this is a rough approximation for all SME succession planners (irrespective of the time leading up to the planned succession). Individual valuations vary greatly and segment-specific ranges are broad. It also needs to be added that there is no generally recognised method for determining the purchase price of an SME. What is decisive in many cases is the company’s operating income, for example, or future earning power (particularly as measured in EBIT).

**Vast majority of SMEs still have reasonable ideas about purchase price**
Despite all ‘price increases’: A detailed view of the class distribution shows a marked shift towards rather lower purchase prices for SMEs. Thus, nearly one in five SME companies rate their current value at not more than EUR 50,000 (18%). More than half estimate the current purchase price at not more than EUR 250,000 (56%). The median is thus significantly lower: Half of all owners of SMEs estimate their company’s purchase price at not more than EUR 175,000.

The average valuation of the intended purchase prices has thus increased for the second consecutive year – after +2% in 2018. The median, however, has remained constant for the third consecutive year. The current increase in average valuations is primarily attributable to the growth in the value class between EUR 500,000 and EUR 1 million (+5 percentage points). There are significantly more owners of SMEs that place their company in this value class.

**Almost one in two are approaching the age of retirement**
The need for succession is high and is set to increase further. The number of enterprises with older owners has been growing continuously for quite some time and is far above previously customary values (Figure 6). Currently, 44% are aged 55 and over. In 2002 that share was only 20%. This means that nearly half of all business managers have now reached an age at which working people entertain thoughts about their retirement. Expressed in absolute figures, that is just over 1.5 million business owners.

At the same time, the share of young owners (under the age of 40) has halved from 28% to now 14% during the same period. This very clearly demonstrates the consequence of an excessively low number of young entrepreneurs moving up.

**Demographics will make succession more difficult in future**
Demographic change has already had a significant impact. At the same time, SME owners have aged faster than the German population as a whole. The average age of an SME business owner is currently around 52 years – seven years higher than in 2002 (45 years).

In those companies that are planning succession soon, i.e. within the next two years, the owners even average 67 years. For comparison: The average retirement age in Germany is currently around 62 years. Already SME bosses and self-employed persons continue to work significantly longer than the average population.

The average age structure of SME owners will continue to increase and there will be more older owners. This will become particularly obvious between 2025 and 2035. That is when the baby boomer generation retires from the workforce. The younger cohorts, however, are less populated and the number of potential succession candidates is declining. In other words: The demographic situation will see a growing number of owners facing a shrinking number of potential successors.

**Figure 6: Age of SME owners**
Percentages of enterprises by age band

Notes: The count includes only those enterprises that were newly entered in the dataset in the survey year. Regular survey participants are excluded because the owners’ age increased by definition. No data are available on the age of business owners for the years 2003 and 2017.

The KfW SME Panel
The KfW SME Panel (KfW-Mittelstandspanel) has been conducted since 2003 as a tracking survey of small and medium-sized enterprises in Germany. The basic population of the KfW SME Panel includes all private-sector companies from all industries with annual turnovers of up to EUR 500 million.

With a database of up to 15,000 companies a year, the KfW SME Panel is the only representative survey of the German SME sector, making it the most important source of data on issues relevant to the SME sector. The main survey of the 17th wave was conducted in the period from 11 February 2019 to 21 June 2019.

To estimate the purchase prices, the information provided by the owners from the value class allocation was translated to numerical values. In order to arrive at these values, the relevant median class value was set. For example, a value of EUR 25,000 was assumed for the value class ‘less than EUR 50,000’. In an initial allocation to the highest value class ‘more than EUR 1 million’, a cautious approach was chosen by setting precisely his minimum class threshold as the envisioned purchase price.

As it is unknown whether there is equal distribution within the individual value classes, the stated average values therefore represent approximations with a tendency towards underestimation.

Further information and the current annual report can be obtained at: www.kfw-mittelstandspanel.de
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